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menu

How many sections does EGE in 
English consist of?

A.1   B.2   C.3   D.4   E.5

Answer: 5Question Answer

100



menu

How many points can you get for each
of the exam sections?

A.10   B.20   C.30   D.40   E.50

Answer: 20

Question Answer

200



menu

What are you supposed to write
to complete the first task of the
Writing Part?

Answer: a personal email to
a friend

Question Answer

300



menu

What is the recommended time
for you to complete the 2nd task
of the Writing Part?

Answer: some 60-70 min

Question Answer

400



menu

How many words can you write to
complete the 1st task of the Writing
Part? 

Answer: 90-154 (including
10% for both of the sides) 

Question Answer

500



menu

How many tasks are there in the
Listening Part?

A.1   B.2   C.3   D.4   E.5

Answer: 3

Question Answer

100



menu

 What is the lowest level of English
you must have to take EGE in English?

A.A1   B.A2   C.A2+   D.B1   E.B1+

Answer: A2+

Question Answer

200



menu

Can you leave gaps in the answer
sheet if you must write an answer
which consists of, say, 3 words? 

Answer: no, you can’t

Question Answer

300



menu

Why do you think it’s easy to
complete the 1st task of the
Writing Part? 

Answer: up to 70% of the content
are set phrases and only 30% is
what you must create

Question Answer

400



menu

How many words can you write
in the 2nd task of the Writing
Part? 

Answer: 180-275
(including 10% for
both of the sides)

Question Answer

500



menu

How many tasks are there in the
Reading Part?

A.1   B.2   C.3   D.4   E.5
 

Answer: 3

Question Answer

100



menu

How long does the writing section of
the exam last?

A.120 min   B.140 min   
C.150 min   D.180 min   E.190 min

Answer: 190 min

Question Answer

200



menu

For which of the exam sections do 
you need to know word formation well?

Answer: for the
Grammar and Vocabulary Section

Question Answer

300



menu

What do you think is the difference
between a NOT STATED option and a 
FALSE option in the second task of
the Listening Section?
Answer: NOT STATED means that you can’t hear 
this information on a recording; FALSE means you can 
hear this info, but it is opposite to the content of a 
statement

Question Answer

400



menu

If there are fewer than 90 words in 
the 1st task of the Writing Part, what
does this result in?

Answer: your informal
personal email is not to be assessed 

Question Answer

500



menu

How many tasks are there in the 
Grammar and Vocabulary Section?

A.1   B.2   C.3   D.4   E.5

Answer: 3

Question Answer

100



menu

How many points do you get when you
correctly answer a single question in all
the tasks of the Listening, Reading and
Grammar and Vocabulary Sections?

A.1   B.2   C.3   D.4   E.5

Answer: 1
Question Answer

200



menu

Are there any tasks in the exam
where you must know set expressions
and phrasal verbs very well? 

Answer: sure, you need to
have such knowledge for the
3rd task of the Grammar
and Vocabulary Section
Question Answer

300



menu

What data are you supposed to
look into in the 2nd task of the 
Writing Section? 

Answer: some data presented either in 
a table or a diagram

Question Answer

400



menu

Answer: only the first
250 words are counted and
checked 

Question Answer

500

What if there are more than 275
words in the 2nd task of the Writing
Section?



menu

How many tasks are there in the 
Writing Section of the exam?

A.1   B.2   C.3   D.4   E.5
 

Answer: 2

Question Answer

100



menu

What is the range of levels of English
EGE tasks are distributed between?

A.A1-C1   B.A1+-C2   
C.A2+-B2   D.A2+-C1   E.A2+-B1+

Answer: A2+-B2

Question Answer

200



menu

What must you write to complete
the 2nd task of the Writing Section and
are you given only one task?

Answer: a product with reasoning 
based on some data;
you can choose between
two tasks

Question Answer

300



menu

How many questions must you ask 
in the 1st task of the
Writing Section of the exam?

Answer: 3

Question Answer

400



menu

Are 160 words ok to get
the highest score for the 1st

task of the Writing Section?

Answer: No, because
only the first 140 words
are counted and checked

Question Answer

500


